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AUTUMN 2019
Torchwood Volume 3: The Culling

John Barrowman & Carole Barrowman

Writer(s)
Neil Edwards

Artist(s)

Collection 112pp
Already Published

From the cult-hit, BAFTA award-winning TV show comes Torchwood, the comic that continues the story of Captain Jack Harkness and Gwen Cooper as they tackle alien-based cases beyond the scope of the government or the police.

Also in the series

Volume 2: Station Zero
112pp

Volume 1: World Without End
112pp

Torchwood Archives Volumes 1 & 2
112pp

Supermansion

Barry Hutchinson

Writer(s)
Jake Elphick

Artist(s)

Collection 112pp
Already Published

Based on the hugely popular stop-motion animated show and penned by one of the writers, Barry Hutchinson. Meet the world’s most useless, inept and dysfunctional superhero team ever! Featuring two riotously funny, violently profanity-filled adventures with the League of Justice that gives crime fighting a bad name!
The Robotech Archives Omnibus series continues with a huge collection of classic Robotech! Originally based on classic Jack McKinney novels and the second arc of the animated series, the stories evolved as the series continued. The story takes place ten years after the near-destruction of Earth at the hands of the Zentraedi.

Also in the series
Robotech Archives: The Macross Saga
Volumes 1 - 3
368pp / 336pp / 368pp

Penny Dreadful
The Victory of Death
Chris King
Writer(s)
Jesús Hervás
Artist(s)
Collection 112pp
Already Published

The culmination of the Penny Dreadful story in which the future of humanity is at stake! Mankind has been caught in the middle of a war, one which they have little chance of surviving. This is the grand finale of the epic story told in the aftermath of the third season of the TV show.

Also in the series
Penny Dreadful Volume 1
128pp
The Awaking
112pp
The Beauteous Evil
128pp

TV
**The Prisoner: Original Art Edition**

**Steve Englehart**
Writer(s)

**Jack Kirby & Gil Kane**
Artist(s)

**Extent** 72pp
Already Published

Drawn by two of the true great comic book legends, Jack Kirby and Gil Kane, this collector’s edition of the ‘long-lost’, unpublished legendary comic book is based on the cult classic 1967 British TV show *The Prisoner* which was created, written, directed and starred Patrick McGoohan (Scanners, Braveheart). This edition also includes facsimiles of the original script as written by Steve Englehart and features written by Englehart.

Size: 430 x 392 mm

---

**The Prisoner Volume 2: Shattered Visage**

**Dean Motter & Mark Askwith**
Writer(s)

**Dean Motter**
Artist(s)

**Collection** 224pp
Already Published

The official authorized sequel to the original TV show starring Patrick McGoohan and Leo McKern.

Set 20 years after the events of the original TV show, the comic co-written by Mark Askwith follows former secret agent Alice Drake as she is dragged back into her old life following a ship wrecking that sees her washed up on the shores of The Village and discovers that old secrets and old spies never die.

**Also in the series**

**The Prisoner Volume 1: The Uncertainty Machine**
112pp
**Warhammer 40,000 Deathwatch**

Aaron Dembski-Bowden  
Writer(s)  
Tazio Bettin  
Artist(s)

**Collection** 112pp  
Already Published

A four-issue miniseries based on the Deathwatch faction of Space Marines from the Warhammer 40,000 tabletop war game, novels, and videogames. The Deathwatch is made up of the best of all Space Marines, recruited from across all Chapters to serve as the last resort against the multiple hostile alien civilizations threatening humanity.

**Also in the series**

- **Volume 3: Fallen**  
  112pp  

- **Volume 2: Revelations**  
  112pp  

- **Volume 1: Will of Iron**  
  112pp

---

**Blood Bowl**

Nick Kyme  
Writer(s)  
Jack Jadson  
Artist(s)

**Collection** 112pp  
Already Published

Crunching tackles, bloody violence, horrible deaths - and that's just the referees. The runaway smash-hit board game and videogame comes to comics.

Armour up and enter the most vicious and dangerous fantasy football tournament you will ever encounter!

Dive into no-holds barred violent sports action as a rag-tag team of humans, the Hochland Harbingers, attempts to claw their way to the top of the Blood Bowl league!
Four-part mini-series from the universe of the real-time strategy video game. The Blood Ravens’ Chapter Master Gabriel Angelos is missing, when the Space Marines under his command need him most. With the future of the war resting on Angelos’s leadership, superhuman abilities and ancient weaponry, acting commander Balthazar tasks a small squad of close allies to track him down, but they’ll need to think faster and fight harder than ever before, if they’re to prevail!

Based on the action-adventure multiplayer game from Rare Studios. Follow a crew of adventuring pirates as they sail the Sea of Thieves! Voyaging to far islands in search of legendary buried treasure, our heroes (or villains, depending on how you look at things) will face rival thieves, the wrath of un-dead hordes guarding their riches, and the worst that the vast sea has to offer. Brings to life the gripping, uproarious video game pirate adventure, Sea of Thieves.
Bear witness to the inception of the Assassin Brotherhood in a brand new comic series based on the recently released Assassin’s Creed Origins game! Ancient Egypt is disappearing in a ruthless fight for power. Unveil dark secrets and forgotten myths from the very beginnings of the Assassin Brotherhood.

More Assassin’s Creed

Assassin’s Creed Volume 3: Homecoming
112pp

Assassin’s Creed Volume 2: Setting Sun
128pp

Assassin’s Creed Volume 1: Trial By Fire
128pp

The Phoenix Project saga reaches its heady climax in this final chapter of Assassin’s Creed Uprising, the culmination of a story ten years in the telling! Time has run out for our modern day Assassins. With a new world order on the horizon, Charlotte and her cell are faced with the biggest threat the Brotherhood has ever encountered.

Also in the series

Uprising Volume 2
112pp

Uprising Volume 1
112pp
Return to the very beginning of the Dark Souls story, with a dramatic retelling of the legends of Gwyn, Lord of Cinder, and his loyal Knight Artorias. Gorgeously illustrated and closely following the story of FromSoftware’s dark fantasy video game phenomenon!

Also in the series
Volume 3: Legends of the Flame 112pp
Volume 2: Winter’s Spite 112pp
Volume 1: The Breath of Andolus 112pp

Assassin’s Creed Templars
Volume 2: Cross of War
Fred Van Lente
Writer(s)
Dennis Calero
Artist(s)

Collects the incredible second arc of the riveting Black Cross saga, based on the hit Assassin’s Creed games. In the dungeons of Tripoli, a man will have his fortunes changed forever as he becomes an agent of honor for the legendary Templar Order!

Also in the series
Assassin’s Creed Templars
Volume 1: Black Cross
128pp

More Assassin’s Creed
Assassin’s Creed Reflections
112pp

TITAN GAMING
Original comic adventures based in the world of the best-selling fighting video game!

With a history coloured by betrayal and bloody violence, the Mishima Clan are not your average family. Now something emerges that threatens to tear not only this broken dynasty - but the entire known universe - asunder! It's going to take the world’s best fighters to combat this ancient evil - the King of the Iron Fist Tournament awaits!

Featuring a host of memorable in-game characters including Heihachi Mishima, Yoshimitsu, Paul Phoenix, Nina Williams and more!

A brand new nightmare for Detective Sebastian Castellanos in this bloodcurdling ‘interquel’ comic series based on Bethesda Softworks’ critically acclaimed survival-horror franchise, The Evil Within. Detective Sebastian Castellanos is a man on the edge. Now a brand new case threatens to further test his sanity, as Sebastian finds himself thrown back into a world of nightmares and bloody violence.

Also in the series
The Evil Within Volume 1
112pp
From Bloodborne artist, Piotr Kowalski!

March right into the fascist occupied America of 1960 in this rip-roaring prequel to Wolfenstein: The New Colossus - the highly anticipated new game from Bethesda.

It’s 1960, the Regime won the war, and a small band of outsiders fight to survive in occupied America. But the relative peace of their sanctuary is shattered by the arrival of soldiers on the hunt for some top-secret quarry. But they’re not the only new faces. A strange old lady has a tale to tell of the legendary freedom fighter - B.J “Terror Billy” Blazkowicz.

© 2017 Bethesda Softworks LLC, a ZeniMax Media company. Bethesda, Bethesda Softworks, ZeniMax and related logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of ZeniMax Media Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. QUAKE, id, id Software and related logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of id Software LLC in the U.S. and/or other countries. All Rights Reserved.

© 2017 Bethesda Softworks LLC, a ZeniMax Media company. Bethesda, Bethesda Softworks, ZeniMax and related logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of ZeniMax Media Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Wolfenstein and related logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of id Software LLC in the US and/or other countries. All other trademarks or trade names are the property of their respective owners. All Rights Reserved.
A quirky, experimental and ultra-violent take on the smash hit movie series, *The Raid*. With stunning art by Indonesian artist Budi Setiawan and vibrant colours by Brad Simpson. Expanding on the characters of *The Raid* movies, the comic focuses on such characters as Rama, Hammer Girl, Baseball Bat Man, Bejo and more, as their fights continue...
Rivers Of London
Volume 7: Action at a Distance
Ben Aaronovitch & Andrew Cartmel
Writer(s)
Brian Williamson
Artist(s)
Collection 112pp
Already Published

The bestselling cops and wizards series from chart-topping author and comics writer Ben Aaronovitch continues, with its most revelatory volume yet! Uncover the secret World War II history of Peter Grant’s mentor, the mysterious Nightingale. Tying directly into the continuity of the Rivers of London novels and revealing secrets about Nightingale’s past that readers have long-hoped to find out.

International best-selling author Ben Aaronovitch has finally fulfilled his dream of adding comics to the series and is joined by fellow writer and regular Doctor Who contributor Andrew Cartmel.

Also in the series
Volume 6: Water Weed
112pp
Volume 5: Cry Fox
112pp
Volume 4: Detective Stories
128pp
Volume 3: Black Mould
128pp
Volume 2: Night Witch
128pp
Volume 1: Body Work
128pp

The Lost Fleet: Corsair
Jack Campbell
Writer(s)
Andre Siregar
Artist(s)
Collection 128pp
Already Published

The official comic based on the New York Times best-selling military science-fiction series The Lost Fleet. Set after the end of a century-long war between two space empires, Captain Michael “Black Jack” Geary - an Alliance officer, presumed MIA - awakes to find himself aboard an enemy Syndic vessel. Forming an uneasy pact with the rebel Syndics, Michael sets out to save not only his fellow prisoners but their jailors too - on the run from a government determined to crush any uprising.
An all-new comic series based on the best-selling Anno Dracula novels by Kim Newman! 1895. Prince Dracula has ruled Great Britain for ten years, spreading vampirism through every level of society. On the eve of Dracula’s Jubilee, radical forces gather to oppose the tyrant.

Hall of Fame basketball legend, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is the NBA’s all-time leading scorer, as well as a best-selling author who has now turned his hand to comics!

Written by Kareem and screenwriter Anna Waterhouse, Mycroft Holmes reveals the untold story of Sherlock’s older brother. Set in a new universe with a steampunk edge, this harrowing adventure changed his life, and set the stage for the man Mycroft would become: founder of the famous Diogenes Club and the hidden power behind the British government.
**The Mummy: Palimpsest**

**Peter Milligan**
*Writer(s)*

**Ronilson Freire**
*Artist(s)*

**Collection 128pp**
Already Published

Once every 34 years, members of the sinister Sect of Anubis gather to drink the blood of a human sacrifice, used as a vessel to contain the imprisoned spirit of a long dead Egyptian High Priestess called Nebetah, thereby gaining immortality. As the time draws near for the next sacrifice, the Sect’s chosen victim, a young Ukrainian woman called Angel, has already begun to transform into Nebetah. It is a process that will see the young woman transformed into a rotting mummy as the spirit of Nebetah consumes her soul...

**Captain Kronos: Vampire Hunter**

**Dan Abnett**
*Writer(s)*

**Tom Mandrake**
*Artist(s)*

**Collection 112pp**
Already Published

From Hammer and Titan Comics comes Captain Kronos: Vampire Hunter - the rebirth of one of their most iconic and much loved characters.

In the depths of Eastern Europe, the legendary vampire hunter, Captain Kronos and his two assistants, Grost and Carla, are called upon to help rid a town of its vampire plague. However, beneath the surface of the beleaguered town a malevolent force far more evil and deadly is awakening and it might just be the match of Kronos...
During an angry confrontation at a two-bit motel, mild-mannered consultant Joe Hayward is thrown headfirst into the middle of a frightening terrorist plot to bring Philadelphia to its knees. With only two hours to thwart the attack, Joe is going to need all the help he can get... including that of his wife’s paramour.

© 2018 Duane Swierczynski, All rights reserved.
Minky Woodcock: The Girl Who Handcuffed Houdini

Cynthia Von Buhler

Creator(s)

A brand new 1920s mystery thriller with a sinister twist!

Unappreciated at her father’s acclaimed detective agency, the fabulous, rabbit-loving Minky Woodcock straps on her gumshoes in order to uncover a magical mystery involving noted author Arthur Conan Doyle and world-famous escape artist, Harry Houdini.

Normandy Gold

Megan Abbott & Alison Gaylin

Writer(s)

Steven Scott

Artist(s)

Sex, violence and corruption collide in this gritty vigilante thriller set in 1970s Washington DC. Written by best-selling crime authors Alison Gaylin (What Remains of Me, Hide Your Eyes) and Megan Abbott (Queenpin, Bury Me Deep).

When her younger sister is discovered at the center of a brutal murder case, tough-as-nails sheriff Normandy Gold is forced to dive headfirst into the seedy world of 1970s prostitution, discovering a deep-seated trail of corruption leading all the way to the White House!
**Peepland**

Christa Faust & Gary Phillips  
Writer(s)  
Andrea Camerini  
Artist(s)

Collection 128pp  
Already Published

Sink into this sinful semi-autobiographical neo-noir crime comic with a punk rock edge! When a chance encounter for peepbooth worker Roxy Bell leads to the brutal murder of a public access pornographer, the erotic performer and her punk rock ex-partner Nick Zero soon find themselves under fire from criminals, cops, and the city elite, as they begin to untangle a complex web of corruption on the streets of New York.

---

**Quarry’s War**

Max Allan Collins  
Writer(s)  
Szymon Kudranski & Edu Menna  
Artist(s)

Collection 112pp  
Already Published

Brand new graphic novel by Max Allan Collins, creator of the highly acclaimed long-running Hard Case Crime series featuring Quarry, a marine sniper turned hired assassin, now a major TV series!

1970s Chicago and the grim brutality of the Vietnam War collide in this comic, featuring Max Allan Collins’ eponymous assassin, the expert marksman and former Vietnam vet, as he receives details of his latest target from The Broker. It’s an assignment that will see his past as a U.S Marine sniper come back to haunt him...

---

Sink into this sinful semi-autobiographical neo-noir crime comic with a punk rock edge! When a chance encounter for peepbooth worker Roxy Bell leads to the brutal murder of a public access pornographer, the erotic performer and her punk rock ex-partner Nick Zero soon find themselves under fire from criminals, cops, and the city elite, as they begin to untangle a complex web of corruption on the streets of New York.

---

Brand new graphic novel by Max Allan Collins, creator of the highly acclaimed long-running Hard Case Crime series featuring Quarry, a marine sniper turned hired assassin, now a major TV series!

1970s Chicago and the grim brutality of the Vietnam War collide in this comic, featuring Max Allan Collins’ eponymous assassin, the expert marksman and former Vietnam vet, as he receives details of his latest target from The Broker. It’s an assignment that will see his past as a U.S Marine sniper come back to haunt him...
From legendary writer/artist Charles Vess, great songs and folktales of the English, Irish, and Scottish tradition are reimagined in comic book form.

With contributions by some of the most famous fantasy and science fiction authors of the 20th century, including Neil Gaiman (Sandman), Charles de Lint (Widdershins, The Onion Girl), Jane Yolen (Lost Girls, Briar Rose), Sharyn McCrumb (The Ballad of Frankie Silver), Jeff Smith (Bone), and more.

The Book of Ballads and Sagas
Creator(s)
Collection 240pp
Already Published

The award-winning compendium The Book of Ballads, featuring English, Irish and Scottish story songs in comic form, returns to print in a sumptuous new edition reproduced from the original art.

Beautifully illustrated by Charles Vess and featuring adaptations by Neil Gaiman - Vess’ collaborator on the hugely successful Stardust - and a host of famous fantasy writers, this new edition also boasts never-before-seen art and an amazing gallery of sketches in a large format.

Size: 26.2 x 38.9 cm

The Book of Ballads: The Original Art Edition
Creator(s)
Collection 160pp
Already Published

The Book of Ballads and Sagas
Creator(s)
FLASH GORDON, the swashbuckling, all-American hero who’s been saving Earth since 1934, is perhaps science fiction’s most enduring super-hero icon!

Also in the series

Flash Gordon: Dan Barry Volume 2: The Lost Continent
288pp
Flash Gordon: Dan Barry Volume 1: The City of Ice
224pp
Flash Gordon Volume 4: The Storm Queen of Valkir
224pp
Flash Gordon Volume 3: The Fall of Ming
208pp
Flash Gordon Volume 2: The Tyrant of Mongo
208pp
Flash Gordon Volume 1: On the Planet Mongo
208pp

FLASH GORDON Sundays:
Dan Barry Volume 1 - The Death Planet

Dan Barry
Creator(s)

Collection 224pp
Already Published

Mandrake the Magician: Fred Fredericks Dailies Volume 1 - The Return of Evil: The Cobra

Lee Falk
Writer(s)
Fred Fredericks
Artist(s)

Collection 240pp
Already Published

From the very beginning in 1934, the original adventures of the famed comic strip detective, Mandrake is a household name, one of the most famous characters in popular culture. His exploits are among the most stunning and exciting in the realm of comic strips. His creator, Lee Falk, is also famous for having created The Phantom.

Also in the series

Mandrake the Magician:
Dailies Volume 1 - The Cobra
240pp

Mandrake the Magician:
The Sundays Vol 1: The Hidden Kingdom of Murderers
160pp

Mandrake The Magician © 2018 King Features Syndicate, Inc. and ™ Hearst Holdings, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Dan Dare returns in an all new adventure, written by Peter Milligan, in which he faces a sinister new foe sent by a deadly ancient evil that threatens not only all life in the solar system, but the very galaxy itself!

*He Who Dares* sees the welcome return of Britain’s most enduring hero, Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future in an exciting new adventure in which Dare is forced to reach out to his most iconic foe and head off into the unknown to save the universe from a threat even more evil than the Mekon.

American Gods meets *Teen Wolf* and *Hellboy* on the midnight road to Sacramento, in *Brother Nash*! Nash’s life as a trucker would be weird enough if he couldn’t see ghosts. Yet when the moon is on the rise and violence threatens his friends, his dark side emerges... as the Highway Beast! Enjoy this remastered supernatural smash straight from the pen of original creator Bridgit Connell.
Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Beatles’ Yellow Submarine comes this fully authorized graphic novel adaptation!

The Beatles are recruited by the Captain of the Yellow Submarine to help him free Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band and the world of Pepperland from the music-hating Blue Meanies.

The music-loving, underwater paradise of Pepperland has been overrun by the music-hating Blue Meanies and their leader, Chief Blue Meanie. They turn the people of Pepperland into living statues by dropping apples on them and imprison the Pepperland’s guardians, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, inside a soundproof blue glass globe, before confiscating all the musical instruments in the land.

“If any music movie has the right to be adapted into a comic book, due both to its aesthetics and its historical importance, Yellow Submarine is the one... bright and colorful and fun.” Nerdist
Exciting, experimental and challenging - it’s controversial Scottish stand-up comedian Frankie Boyle’s first comics work.

Join the crazy adventures of superscientist CEO Rex Royd! The action takes place at RexCorp, a corporation where violence is the day job. RexCorp is headed up by superscientist CEO Rex Royd, indestructible Alan Black, and Eve - yes, that Eve. How will they cope against the incalculable power of the extraterrestrial Proteoman?

All this plus memory implants, drug-addicted schizophrenics, sex-travelling aliens, Thunder God suicides - and more.

A brand new steampunk mystery novel to sit alongside the cult hit novel series also written by George Mann (Doctor Who, Dark Souls, Warhammer 40,000).

Welcome to the bizarre and dangerous world of Victorian London, a city teetering on the edge of revolution. But beneath this shiny veneer of progress lurks a sinister side. Queen Victoria is kept alive by a primitive life-support system while her agents Sir Maurice Newbury and his delectable assistant, Miss Veronica Hobbes, do battle with enemies of the crown, both physical and supernatural.
**Garth Ennis Presents Battle Classics**

**Johnny Red The Hurricane**

Garth Ennis  
Writer(s)

Keith Burns  
Artist(s)

**Collection** 208pp  
Already Published

Legendary British fighter ace, Johnny ‘Red’ Redburn, returns once more as the commander of the Falcons - a Russian fighter squadron battling the Nazis in the skies over Stalingrad. But dogfighting Messerschmitts is about to become the least of his troubles when the NVKD - the notorious Soviet secret police - come calling!

**Also in the series**

- **Volume 4: The Flying Gun**  
  160pp
- **Volume 3: Angels Over Stalingrad**  
  112pp
- **Volume 2: Red Devil Rising**  
  112p
- **Volume 1: Falcon’s First Flight**  
  112pp

**Johnny Red is © 2017 Egmont UK Ltd. All rights reserved.**

**Garth Ennis**

**Bestselling writer**  

Garth Ennis, writer of The Boys, Preacher and Battlefields, selects his favourite stories from the seminal 1970s British boys’ comic Battle. Included in this fantastic volume for the very first time is the complete HMS Nightshade, and the never-before-reprinted The General Dies At Dawn. With insights and introductions by Ennis himself, this collection of war comic rarities is not to be missed!

**Collection** 256pp  
Already Published

*New York Times* bestselling writer Garth Ennis, writer of The Boys, Preacher and Battlefields, selects his favourite stories from the seminal 1970s British boys’ comic Battle. Included in this fantastic volume for the very first time is the complete HMS Nightshade, and the never-before-reprinted The General Dies At Dawn. With insights and introductions by Ennis himself, this collection of war comic rarities is not to be missed!

**Battle © 2018 Egmont UK Ltd. Foreword, introductions and afterword © 2017 Garth Ennis.**
With their nemesis, Madame Chaos, now successfully behind bars, life’s still not getting any easier for the 1950s superhero icon Fighting American and his young teenage sidekick, Speedboy, who find themselves marooned in the 21st Century. Now Fighting American, Speedboy and their FBI handler, Agent Rutherford, must track down all the deadly hi-tech gadgetry Madame Chaos sold to extremists on the Dark Web.
Roman Dirge created Lenore in 1992 for the San Diego alternative magazine Xenophobe. In 1997 he launched the Lenore comic in the US, which has since become a publishing phenomenon, spawning graphic novel collections, merchandising, video games and art books.

The Bloody Best of Lenore is a collection of some of Lenore’s funniest, most sinister, and diabolically bonkers outings, charting her undead rise from the very beginning, personally hand-picked by Roman Dirge and including the gloriously ridiculous Creepig Saga in its entirety. Also features a host of pin up art and never-before-seen pictures including tattoo designs and a prototype Lenore plush doll.

“I like the way Roman Dirge draws stuff.” Neil Gaiman

“Roman Dirge is the master of finding the cute in the terrifying, and vice-versa...” Comics Cavern

Also in the series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenore: Pink Bellies</td>
<td>120pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenore: Purple Nurples</td>
<td>112pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenore: Swirlies</td>
<td>112pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenore: Cooties</td>
<td>128pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenore: Wedgies</td>
<td>128pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenore: Noogies</td>
<td>128pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cat with a Really Big Head</td>
<td>112pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Something at the Window is Scratching</td>
<td>128pp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step into the world of Doctor Who comics, with Titan’s extensive Doctor Who library. With so many amazing collections available, it can be difficult to know where to start. Each comic series is entirely self-contained and focuses on one Doctor and is arranged by TV series. Each book, and every comic, features a catch-up and character guide at the beginning, making it easy to jump on board – and each comic series has a different flavour, representative of that Doctor’s era on screen.

**The Ninth Doctor**

VOLUME 1: REVOLUTIONS OF TERROR 128pp
VOLUME 2: THE WEEPING ANGELS OF MONS 128pp
VOLUME 3: THE FOUNTAINS OF FOREVER 128pp
YEAR TWO BEGINS!
VOLUME 4: THE ENDLESS SONG 128pp
VOLUME 5: ARENA OF FEAR 128pp
VOLUME 6: SINS OF THE FATHER 112pp
VOLUME 7: WAR OF GODS 112pp
YEAR THREE BEGINS!
FACING FATE VOLUME 1: BREAKFAST AT TYRANNY’S 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 2: VORTEX BUTTERFLIES 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 3: THE GOOD COMPANION 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 4: SIN EATERS 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 5: ARENA OF FEAR 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 6: THE MALIGNANT TRUTH 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 7: THE SAPLING VOLUME 1: GROWTH 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 8: THE SAPLING VOLUME 2: ROOTS 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 9: THE SAPLING VOLUME 3: BRANCHES 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 10: THE SAPLING VOLUME 4: SIN EATERS 112pp

**The Tenth Doctor**

VOLUME 1: AFTER LIFE 128pp
VOLUME 2: SERVE YOU 128pp
VOLUME 3: CONVERSION 128pp
YEAR TWO BEGINS!
VOLUME 4: THE THEN AND THE NOW 128pp
VOL. 5:
VOLUME 6: THE MALIGNANT TRUTH 128pp
VOLUME 7: WEAPONS OF PAST DESTRUCTION 128pp
VOLUME 8: DOCTOR MANIA 128pp
VOLUME 9: OFFICIAL SECRETS 128pp
VOLUME 10: SIN EATERS 128pp
VOLUME 11: REVOLUTIONS OF TERROR 128pp
VOLUME 12: THE WEEPING ANGELS OF MONS 128pp
VOLUME 13: THE FOUNTAINS OF FOREVER 128pp
YEAR TWO BEGINS!
VOLUME 14: THE ENDLESS SONG 128pp
VOLUME 15: ARENA OF FEAR 128pp
VOLUME 16: SINS OF THE FATHER 112pp
VOLUME 17: WAR OF GODS 112pp
YEAR THREE BEGINS!
FACING FATE VOLUME 1: BREAKFAST AT TYRANNY’S 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 2: VORTEX BUTTERFLIES 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 3: THE GOOD COMPANION 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 4: SIN EATERS 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 5: ARENA OF FEAR 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 6: THE MALIGNANT TRUTH 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 7: THE SAPLING VOLUME 1: GROWTH 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 8: THE SAPLING VOLUME 2: ROOTS 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 9: THE SAPLING VOLUME 3: BRANCHES 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 10: THE SAPLING VOLUME 4: SIN EATERS 112pp

**The Eleventh Doctor**

VOLUME 1: WEAPONS OF PAST DESTRUCTION 128pp
VOLUME 2: DOCTOR MANIA 128pp
VOLUME 3: OFFICIAL SECRETS 128pp
VOLUME 4: SIN EATERS 128pp
VOLUME 5: ARGON OF TERROR 128pp
VOLUME 6: THE WEEPING ANGELS OF MONS 128pp
VOLUME 7: THE FOUNTAINS OF FOREVER 128pp
YEAR TWO BEGINS!
VOLUME 8: THE ENDLESS SONG 128pp
VOLUME 9: ARENA OF FEAR 128pp
VOLUME 10: SINS OF THE FATHER 112pp
VOLUME 11: WAR OF GODS 112pp
YEAR THREE BEGINS!
FACING FATE VOLUME 1: BREAKFAST AT TYRANNY’S 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 2: VORTEX BUTTERFLIES 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 3: THE GOOD COMPANION 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 4: SIN EATERS 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 5: ARENA OF FEAR 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 6: THE MALIGNANT TRUTH 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 7: THE SAPLING VOLUME 1: GROWTH 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 8: THE SAPLING VOLUME 2: ROOTS 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 9: THE SAPLING VOLUME 3: BRANCHES 112pp
FACING FATE VOLUME 10: THE SAPLING VOLUME 4: SIN EATERS 112pp

© Doctor Who, the Daleks, the Cybermen, TARDIS and all other characters and logos are trade marks of the BBC and are used under licence unless otherwise indicated.
The Twelfth Doctor

**VOLUME 1:** TERRORFORMER 128pp

**VOLUME 2:** FRACTURES 128pp

**VOLUME 3:** HYPERION 128pp

**YEAR TWO BEGINS!**

**VOLUME 4:** SCHOOL OF DEATH 128pp

**VOLUME 5:** THE TWIST 128pp

**VOLUME 6:** SONIC BOOM 128pp

**YEAR THREE BEGINS!**

**TIME TRIALS VOLUME 1:** THE TERROR BENEATH 112pp

**TIME TRIALS VOLUME 2:** THE WOLVES OF WINTER 112pp

**TIME TRIALS VOLUME 3:** A CONFUSION OF ANGELS 112pp

---

**Classic Doctors**

**THIRD DOCTOR:**

THE HERALDS OF DESTRUCTION 128pp

**FOURTH DOCTOR:**

GAZE OF THE MEDUSA 128pp

**SEVENTH DOCTOR:**

OPERATION VOLCANO 128pp

**EIGHTH DOCTOR:**

A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH 128pp

---

**Multi-Doctor Events**

**FOUR DOCTORS** 128pp

SUPREMACY OF THE CYBERMEN 128pp

THE LOST DIMENSION (BOOK ONE) 128pp

THE LOST DIMENSION (BOOK TWO) 112pp

---

**More Doctor Who**

**GHOST STORIES** 128pp

**10TH DOCTOR ARCHIVE** 3 VOLUMES all 288pp

**11TH DOCTOR ARCHIVE** 3 Volumes 336pp / 336pp / 272pp

**PRISONERS OF TIME** VOLUMES 1-2 304pp
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACKLIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **13 Coins**  
Martin Brennan /  
Michael B Jackson  
Writer(s)  
Alex Horley  
Artist(s)  
Collection 192pp  
Available now  
An innovative and epic tale of good vs. evil - perfect for fans of supernatural fantasy, Judeo-Christian mythology and bloody-knuckled conflict! |
| **Alien Legion Volumes 1 - 4**  
Carl Potts & Chuck Dixon  
Writer(s)  
Various  
Artist(s)  
Collection 96 - 224pp  
Available now  
An all-new Titan Books series, created by Carl Potts (The Punisher) and written and drawn by a host of comics’ superstars. |
| **The Absence**  
Martin Stuff  
Creator(s)  
Collection 272pp  
Available now  
Nominated for Best Comic at the 2013 British Comic Awards, The Absence rips apart a small village on the coastal edge of Southern England as it struggles to recover from the tragic losses of the Second World War. |
| **Anathema**  
Rachel Deering  
Writer(s)  
Christopher Mooneyham  
Artist(s)  
Collection 96pp  
Available now  
Modeled on the classic horror comics of the 60s & 70s like House of Mystery, Creepy and Vampirella |
| **The Best of B.C.**  
Dave Elliott  
Writer(s)  
Alex Horley  
Artist(s)  
Collection 160pp  
Available now  
B.C. is a daily American comic strip created by cartoonist Johnny Hart. Featuring 627 of the very best daily and Sunday B.C. comic strips specially selected by the Hart family and a foreword from Jim Davis - creator of Garfield. |
| **Best of Crock**  
Brant Parker  
Writer(s)  
William Rechin  
Artist(s)  
Collection 240pp  
Available now  
It’s fun being in the Foreign Legion, unless of course you’re stuck in a desolate fort under the tyrannical rule of a Commandant called Vermin P. Crock then it’s just hell! Welcome to the desolate fort of Commandant Vermin P. Crock. |
| **Best of Shoe**  
Jeff Macnelly  
Creator(s)  
Collection 240pp  
Available now  
Shoe is the everyday story of a motley crew of newspapermen, all of whom are birds. |
| **Black Dragon**  
Chris Claremont  
Writer(s)  
John Bolton  
Artist(s)  
Collection 192pp  
Available now  
In this thrilling mix of swordplay and mythological terror, exiled knight James Dunrith - the Black Dragon - returns home to England in turmoil to rally the powers of Nature against a ghastly tide of evil! |
| **Blacklist Volume 1: The Gambler**  
Nicole Dawn Phillips  
Writer(s)  
Beni Lobel  
Artist(s)  
Collection 128pp  
Available now  
Someone is targeting the FBI with a series of planned attacks including framing them for the murder of a leading political activist. |
| **Blacklist Volume 2: The Arsonist**  
Nicole Dawn Phillips  
Writer(s)  
Beni Lobel  
Artist(s)  
Collection 128pp  
Available now  
Wanted for murder, Special FBI agent Elizabeth Keen has been framed as a KGB agent by the shadowy Cabal and has gone on the run in an attempt to find evidence that will exonerate her. |
| **Blood Thirsty: One Nation Under Water**  
Mark Landry & Ashley Witter  
Writer(s)  
Richard Pace  
Artist(s)  
Collection 144pp  
Available now  
A visceral revenge thriller in the vein of March, Pride of Baghdad and Batman, which gives New Orleans its own home-grown comic book hero |
| **Buffy: The Slayer Collection Vol 1-2**  
Magazine  
Collection  
Collections 176pp  
Available now  
Each volume brings together a collection of the best of the official Buffy the Vampire Slayer Magazine content, celebrating the Slayer, her world and her legacy. |
| **Captain Stone**  
Christina McCormack  
Writer(s)  
Liam Sharp  
Artist(s)  
Collection 192pp  
Available now  
A highly respected comics creator takes a fresh look at what it means to be a superhero in a world dominated by the culture of celebrity and the unrelenting intrusion of the media. |
| **Chronos Commandoes**  
Stuart Jennett  
Creator(s)  
Collection 144pp  
Available now  
When the Allies and Nazis develop time-diving technology that could see the course of the Second World War derailed by creatures from the Cretaceous, only the Sarge can save the future. |
Dive deeper into the terrifying and unpredictable world of the best-selling game of 2017, with an all-new comics adventure based on the strikingly haunting indie horror!

**Little Nightmares**

John Shackleford  
**Writer(s)**

Aaron Alexovich & Dave Santana  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 208pp  
Available now

Also in this series:  
Dive deeper into the terrifying and unpredictable world of the best-selling game of 2017, with an all-new comics adventure based on the strikingly haunting indie horror!

**Johnny Nemo**

Peter Milligan  
**Writer(s)**

Brett Ewins  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 160pp  
Available now

Also in this series:  
This classic, remastered collection features never-before-seen art and is the crowning glory of award-winning writer, Peter Milligan and artist Brett Ewins

**Man Plus**

André Lima Araújo  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 112pp  
Available now

Akira meets Judge Dredd meets Blade Runner in this gritty 4-part series that blends dynamic artwork, hard-hitting social themes and blistering, high-tech action.

**The Light & Darkness War**

Tom Veitch  
**Writer(s)**

Cam Kennedy  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 208pp  
Available now

A thought, harrowing and riveting story told with sumptuous and vivid art, this tale travels from the dark depths of the Vietnam jungle to blood-soaked, infernal dimensions.

**Major Eazy**

Alan Hebben  
**Writer(s)**

Carlos Ezquerra  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 120pp  
Available now

Major Eazy is a maverick soldier in a dirty war, caught up in the Allies’ invasion of Italy in 1944 and determined to see justice done.

**Man Plus**

André Lima Araújo  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 112pp  
Available now

Akira meets Judge Dredd meets Blade Runner in this gritty 4-part series that blends dynamic artwork, hard-hitting social themes and blistering, high-tech action.

**Hook Jaw**

Simon Spurrier  
**Writer(s)**

Conor Boyle  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 128pp  
Available now

Revival of the iconic Action strip Hook Jaw, created by comics legend Pat Mills (2000AD).

Also in this series:  
Hook Jaw Archive

**The Complete Accident Man**

Pat Mills et al.  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 232pp  
Available now

Collected for the first time, Accident Man features four darkly humorous tales of sex, revenge and brutal violence.

**Death Sentence**

Monty Nero  
**Writer(s)**

Mark Dowling  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 192pp  
Available now

A bold new graphic novel for fans of writers Mark Millar, Garth Ennis and Warren Ellis!

Also in this series:  
Death Sentence London

**Dishonored: The Peeress and the Price**

Michael Moreci  
**Writer(s)**

Andrea Olimpieri  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 64pp  
Available now

The official comic set in the Victorian-inspired world of the best-selling Dishonored videogame franchise from Bethesda Softworks. Also in this series:  
The Wyrmwood Deceit

**Doctor Grordbort Presents: Onslaught**

Greg Broadmore  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 176pp  
Available now

Master illustrator and storyteller Greg Broadmore chronicles the interplanetary misadventures of Lord Cocks HELP as he enforces earth justice on the belligerent savages of our solar system using excessive violence, bad language and good old-fashioned rayguns.

© 2017, Greg Broadmore. All rights reserved.

**Freeway Fighter**

Ian Livingstone & Andi Ewington  
**Writer(s)**

Simon Coleby  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 112pp  
Available now

New story based on a fan-favorite entry in the cult series of choose-your-path gamebooks!

**The First Kingdom**

Volumes 1 - 6

Jack Katz  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 112 - 208 pp  
Available now

A series of Homeric, post-apocalyptic graphic novels, following the vein of a futuristic, post-civilization The Odyssey or The Iliad!

**Johnny Nemo**

Peter Milligan  
**Writer(s)**

Brett Ewins  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 160pp  
Available now

This classic, remastered collection features never-before-seen art and is the crowning glory of award-winning writer, Peter Milligan and artist Brett Ewins

**Doctor Grordbort Presents: Onslaught**

Greg Broadmore  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 176pp  
Available now

Master illustrator and storyteller Greg Broadmore chronicles the interplanetary misadventures of Lord Cocks HELP as he enforces earth justice on the belligerent savages of our solar system using excessive violence, bad language and good old-fashioned rayguns.

© 2017, Greg Broadmore. All rights reserved.

**Freeway Fighter**


© 2017, Greg Broadmore. All rights reserved.

The Complete Accident Man

Pat Mills et al.  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 232pp  
Available now

Collected for the first time, Accident Man features four darkly humorous tales of sex, revenge and brutal violence.

**Death Sentence**

Monty Nero  
**Writer(s)**

Mark Dowling  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 192pp  
Available now

A bold new graphic novel for fans of writers Mark Millar, Garth Ennis and Warren Ellis!

Also in this series:  
Death Sentence London

**Dishonored: The Peeress and the Price**

Michael Moreci  
**Writer(s)**

Andrea Olimpieri  
**Artist(s)**

Collection 64pp  
Available now

The official comic set in the Victorian-inspired world of the best-selling Dishonored videogame franchise from Bethesda Softworks. Also in this series:  
The Wyrmwood Deceit

**Doctor Grordbort Presents: Onslaught**

Greg Broadmore  
**Creator(s)**

Collection 176pp  
Available now

Master illustrator and storyteller Greg Broadmore chronicles the interplanetary misadventures of Lord Cocks HELP as he enforces earth justice on the belligerent savages of our solar system using excessive violence, bad language and good old-fashioned rayguns.

© 2017, Greg Broadmore. All rights reserved.
Marada the She Wolf
Chris Claremont
Writer(s)
John Bolton
Artist(s)

Collection 112pp
Available now

Marada the She-Wolf is collected in its totality for the first time, in full colour and accompanied by never-before-seen material.

Mono
Liam Sharp
Writer(s)
Ben Wolstenhome
Artist(s)

Collection 192pp
Available now

Part man, part, all noble-savage assassin by Royal Appointment! Mono is a one-semi-simian hybrid army! Now his secret war against the Nazi hordes can finally explode into life!

Numbercruncher
Simon Spurrier
Writer(s)
P. J. Holden
Artist(s)

Collection 112pp
Available now

Numbercruncher is an off-the-wall romance mixing time-travel, life-after-death and coal-black comedy

Sally Of The Wasteland
Victor Gischler
Writer(s)
Tazio Bettin
Artist(s)

Collection 128pp
Available now

Sally of the Wasteland is a satirical popcorn adventure peppered with wonderfully grotesque set pieces and gruesomely dark humour for mature audiences

Scarlett Couture
Des Taylor
Creator(s)

Collection 128pp
Available now

This is the first tale of Scarlett Couture, daughter of a billionaire fashion mogul who has followed in her father’s footsteps and used his fashion house as a cover for a US government intelligence agency!

Spandex
Martin Eden
Creator(s)

Collection 96pp
Available now

A bold and hilarious original graphic novel that takes the art form back to basics, with some brilliant twists! The world’s first gay superhero team take on some not so average villains...

Springheeled Jack
David Hitchcock
Creator(s)

Collection 128pp
Available now

Springheeled Jack is a new take on this mysterious, devilish figure from Britain’s dark past, while digging deep into London’s blood-soaked underworld and the legends that enshroud Jack the Ripper!

Surface Tension
Jay Gunn
Creator(s)

Collection 192pp
Available now

A creeping body-horror of a planet rebelling against its inhabitants, Surface Tension is an unmissable SF thriller!

Thrud The Barbarian
Gordon Rennie
Writer(s)
Martin Emond
Artist(s)

Collection 144pp
Available now

Thrud’s axe has always done his talking – whether he’s stomping a dragon, or accidentally laying waste to an entire town during a battle with his arch-nemesis, ‘The Black Currant’.

The Troop
Noel Clarke
Writer(s)
Josh Cassara
Artist(s)

Collection 144pp
Available now

A disparate team of superheroic teenage vagabonds is on the run and struggling with their powers, and with a government determined to ruthlessly hunt them down!

Vikings Godhead
Cavan Scott
Writer(s)
Staz Johnson
Artist(s)

Collection 112pp
Available now

From the chronicles of the History Channel’s truly epic series comes a new saga of glory and plunder! A graphic novel featuring Ragnar, Lagertha and their legendary kin.

Vikings Uprising
Cavan Scott
Writer(s)
Staz Johnson
Artist(s)

Collection 112pp
Available now

A four-part story arc following Ragnar Lothbrok after the events of the Paris raid, and Lagertha and her shield maidens, as they must stop an uprising.

White Trash
Gordon Rennie
Writer(s)
Martin Emond
Artist(s)

Collection 128pp
Available now

The greatest buddy road comic EVER! Join slacker surfer dude Dean and The King, legendary gold-jacked rock’n’roller, as they take their pink Cadillac into the soft, white supremacist, Evangelical brimstone underbelly of the good ol’ US of A!

X-Files Volumes 1-3

Magazine
Collection

Collection 176ppw
Available now

Reopen The X-Files with this definitive new collection. Celebrating the iconic show of the ’90s, set to return to our screens in a new six-part mini-series
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